MIKE KNEW THE MEANING OF THE WORD...

LUST!

Anonymous Boy 11/6/92
THE TOUGH LOOKIN' ONES ARE REAL EASY.
I GIVE 'EM MY GOOFY, SEXY, GRIN AND THEY'RE LIKE BUTTER IN MY HANDS.
Hi this is my first collection of anonymous boy drawings, they are erotic in content so if you don't wanna look at homo erotic stuff don't turn these pages!!

Love, anonymous boy

My little guy plays just like he has sex, all awkward and loud!
HE SAID "SHOW ME YOUR'S AND I'LL SHOW YOU MINE." AND IT WAS FUCKIN' LOVE, MAN!
THE FIRST TIME WE DID IT,
WE SHOT TOGETHER.
HE BROUGHT ME INTO HIS BEDROOM TO SHOW ME HIS COLOR VINYL ... BUT PRETTY SOON HE WAS SHOWIN' ME SOMTHIN' ELSE.

ANONYMOUS BOY
3/93
HE MUST HAVE SEEN I WAS HARD BECAUSE HE GRABBED ME AND GROUND HIS CROTCH INTO MINE.

HE WAS HARD TOO.

ANONYMOUS BOY
6/92
I think he knew I had backed up into him on purpose, but I needed to feel his leather jacket against my skin.
I began publishing my drawings under the name of Anonymous Boy for Bruce La Bruce's fanzine J.D.'s Ish #4. I am originally from Long Island where I first began publishing my fanzine Violent Outbreak (now called Violin Outbreak). I have also been in the bands Horror Planet, and Bozo Shmo, and had a cartoon strip entitled Straight and Narrow which appeared briefly in the short lived mainstream gay publication NYQ (later QW.)

This is the first collection of Anonymous Boy drawings and includes mostly recent and relatively recent drawings. Hope you enjoy them.

Tony Arena. 3/26/93
New York City.